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Disclosures



• Within the United States it is well known that the opioid crisis persists, 

and the quantity of opioid prescriptions prescribed is associated with 

higher patient-reported opioid consumption in orthopaedic surgery , 

dramatically increasing in mortality .

Opioid Crisis 



• Pain management research only accounted for 3.4% of Peer Review 

Orthopaedic Research Program (PRORP) research for FY2015-FY2019. 

Opioid Crisis 



Cryotherapy

Reference: Kunkle et al. A Comprehensive Review of the History, Basic Science, Methods, 
and Clinical Effectiveness . JBJS, 2021



Cryotherapy

• Cold therapy (cryotherapy) has been widely used for adjuvant treatment 

of postoperative pain management in orthopaedic surgery. 

• Many devices are available, but few can guarantee temperature 

regulation during prolonged periods of use and therefore have been 

criticized. 





Future Research 

Increased studies with larger patient populations evaluating cryotherapy with better
examination of pain and opioid consumption after these interventions, better examination of
functional scores and outcomes after this intervention.



Objective of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of cryotherapy with 

compression (using Game Ready®) versus cryotherapy without compression (standard 

of care ice packs)  

• Postoperative pain control

• Patient reported outcomes

• Number and dose in morphine milligram equivalents (MME) of pain medications taken 

after arthroscopic surgery



Randomized control trial into two treatment group for arthroscopic surgery 

patients*

• Game Ready® (cryotherapy with compression) Group 

• Standard of care Ice Pack  (cryotherapy without compression) Group 

Methods

*Primary arthroscopic shoulder, knee, and hip procedures 



Intervention

• Cryotherapy vs SOC for at least three 30-minute sessions per day for 14 days

Outcome Measures

• Therapy sessions and any pain medications

• PROMIS, SANE, and the Defense and Veterans Pain Rating Scale (DVPRS) at 

preoperative, 2-weeks postoperative, and 6-weeks postoperative time periods

Methods



No difference in demographic characteristics

• Patients mostly Male (75% vs 73%) 

• Mean Age (40 vs 41) 

Outcome Measures

• DVPRS Pain scores, slightly better in Game Ready vs SOC group 

• Similar reported quality of life measures in SANE and PROMIS

• MME were similar at 2 weeks postoperatively

Preliminary Cohort (N=81)



• Pain control is essential for both civilian and military service members

• Preliminary analyses demonstrate trends suggestive that cryotherapy 

with compression may lead to improved patient report outcomes and 

limit narcotic medications postoperatively. 

These finding could improve postoperative care, decrease hospital 

costs, and allow for better maintenance of military readiness.

Conclusion
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